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In everyday settings, the ability to selectively attend is critical for communica-
tion. Most normal-hearing listeners are able to selectively attend to a talker of 
interest in a sea of competing sources, and to rapidly shift attention as the need 
arises. However, hearing-impaired (HI) listeners and cochlear implant users 
have difficulty communicating when there are multiple sources. This paper 
reviews some of the processes governing selective attention in normal listen-
ers. Results suggest that selective attention operates to select out perceptual 
"objects," and thus depends directly on the ability to separate a source of inter-
est from a mixture of competing sources. In turn, this view suggests that one 
factor affecting how well HI listeners can communicate in everyday settings is 
their ability to perceptually organize the auditory scene. 

INTRODUCTION
At any good cocktail party, the loud sounds of clinking glasses and exuberant voices 
add acoustically before entering your ears. In order to appreciate your companion’s 
anecdote, you must filter out the extraneous sources and focus on his/her voice. At 
the same time, the sounds that you tune out are critical for maintaining awareness of 
your environment. Indeed, a sound that is a source of interference at one moment (the 
pompous man on your right) may become the very source you want to understand (e.g., 
when you realize he is discussing your boss).

Normal-hearing listeners are relatively good at listening selectively to a source of 
interest despite other sound sources in a crowded setting, and at switching attention as 
the need arises. However, these abilities are fragile. Even modest hearing impairments 
cause great difficulties when there are competing sources (e.g., Gatehouse and Aker-
oyd, 2006; Noble and Gatehouse, 2006). This often causes social isolation, as listen-
ers opt out of even trying to participate rather than facing frustration and failure, espe-
cially because the cost of misunderstanding in a volatile social setting is often embar-
rassment or humiliation (e.g., Kochkin, 2005; Gatehouse and Akeroyd, 2006; Noble 
and Gatehouse, 2006; Edwards, 2007).

Understanding how normal-hearing listeners cope in complex settings is important 
for determining how to help impaired listeners. This paper describes the interference 
that arises in everyday settings, and the processes that we believe allow normal-hear-
ing listeners to cope in these settings, focusing on the relationship between attention 
and object formation. We then consider why HI listeners may not be able to rely on 
these processes.
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PERCEPTUAL INTERFERENCE IN EVERYDAY SETTINGS  
Peripheral or “energetic” masking
Perceptual interference from competing sources may result simply because a masking 
source renders portions of the target inaudible. This kind of interference typically comes 
about because the masker overlaps (or nearly overlaps) in time and frequency with the 
target. As a result, some or all of the neural response to the target (e.g., at the level of the 
auditory nerve) will be distorted or even missing, because the sensory system is encod-
ing a conflicting response to the masker. This kind of “energetic” masking has been the 
focus of study in pyschoacoustics for decades, and is relatively well understood.

Many natural sounds such as speech are spectro-temporally sparse, so energetic mask-
ing often affects only isolated points in time and frequency (Cooke, 2006). As a result, 
energetic masking is often not the factor limiting performance. Indeed, listeners are 
adept at using the good “glimpses” of a natural target sound to perceptually fill in inau-
dible portions of the target sound and make sense of a noisy, interrupted signal (Miller 
and Licklider, 1950; Warren, 1970).

Central or “informational” masking
Even when a target source is well represented on the auditory nerve, competing 
sources can still cause perceptual interference, referred to as “informational” masking 
(e.g., Durlach et al., 2003). Typically, informational masking is defined as “all mask-
ing that is not energetic,” a description that is, well, not particularly descriptive. More-
over, the use of a single term is misleading, as informational masking can occur at dif-
ferent levels of processing in the auditory system.

Informational masking has been linked with source segregation and attention (e.g., 
Leek et al., 1991; Kidd et al., 1994; Darwin and Hukin, 2000), a view we share. Infor-
mational masking has also been tied with stimulus similarity (i.e., similarity between 
target and maskers) and with stimulus uncertainty (e.g., randomness in the masker and/
or target; e.g., see Kidd et al., 2002a; Durlach et al., 2003). While similarity and uncer-
tainty do affect informational masking, we believe that explanations focused on stimu-
lus attributes have little explanatory power. In particular, we believe that stimulus sim-
ilarity and uncertainty directly affect source segregation and the ability to selectively 
attend (ideas developed further below). 

By its very definition, informational masking occurs when information available at 
the auditory periphery is processed sub-optimally. Often, such sub-optimal process-
ing reflects failures of attention. As discussed in detail below, attention acts on audi-
tory objects, so attention and source segregation are intricately linked. 

AUDITORY OBJECTS  
(Lack of) definition of an auditory object 
While the concept of an “object” is widely accepted in the field of vision, it is more 
controversial in audition (however, see the seminal work reviewed in Bregman, 
1990). In particular, it is difficult to give a clear, precise definition of what an audi-
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tory “object” is or the rules that govern how an auditory object is formed.  This diffi-
culty arises in part because auditory objects are fluid and change over time (e.g., see 
Carlyon et al., 2001), with few hard and fast rules governing their formation. Audible 
sound in a mixture is not allocated logically between the objects in the scene, and can 
contribute to multiple objects (Darwin, 1995; Whalen and Liberman, 1996; McAd-
ams et al., 1998) or to no object (Shinn-Cunningham et al., 2007), depending on the 
situation. The state of the listener and his/her goals alter perceptual organization (e.g., 
see Darwin and Hukin, 1998; Cusack et al., 2004; Sussman et al., 2007). Expectations 
about a scene’s content, the level of analysis that a listener is undertaking (listening 
to a symphony compared to listening to the English horn), and other cognitive factors 
can shift what constitutes an object at a given moment in time. Particularly for ambig-
uously structured stimuli, the perceptual organization of a scene can evolve over time 
and/or be bistable (e.g., see Pressnitzer and Hupe, 2006).

Yet, despite this lack of clear definition, most listeners have a solid intuitive feel for 
what constitutes an auditory object. In the cocktail party, the listener may perceive the 
woman to the left, the doorbell, the shattering plate, or the collegial slap on the back 
of the proud new father. Each of these objects can be thought of as an internal, per-
ceptual estimate of the sound arising from a discrete physical source. Throughout this 
paper, the word “object” refers to a perceptual entity that, correctly or not, is perceived 
as coming from a discrete external, physical source.

Object formation
Auditory object formation occurs over different analysis scales. For sound elements 
that have contiguous spectral structure, formation relies primarily on this local spectro-
temporal structure (Bregman, 1990; Darwin and Carlyon, 1995). The dominant (local) 
spectro-temporal cues for object formation include common onsets and offsets (more 
generally, common amplitude modulation), harmonic structure, and smooth changes 
in frequency over time. Thus, at the level of the speech syllable, sound is grouped pri-
marily according to the features that also convey the signal’s meaning. At this level of 
perceptual organization, location cues have a relatively weak influence (Darwin and 
Carlyon, 1995; Carlyon, 2004), but can have a measurable effect when other grouping 
cues are ambiguous (Darwin and Hukin, 1997; Shinn-Cunningham et al., 2007).

Short-term objects such as syllables are streamed (linked together over time) through 
continuity and similarity of higher-order features such as location, pitch, timbre, sound 
quality, and even learned structure (word identity, grammatical structure, semantics; 
see Bregman, 1990; Darwin and Carlyon, 1995). At this level of organization, per-
ceived location (but not necessarily underlying spatial cues such as interaural time dif-
ferences or interaural level differences) has a strong influence on perceptual organiza-
tion (Darwin and Hukin, 1999; Darwin and Hukin, 2000).

In summary, the influence of a particular cue or feature on object formation depends on the 
scale of the analysis. However, there is ample evidence that the ultimate perceptual organ-
ization of the scene, at all scales, depends on the preponderance of all evidence, including 
top-down influences (e.g., instructions to the listener, the expectations of the listener, etc.). 
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ATTENTION AND OBJECT FORMATION  
Perception of foreground / background and the ubiquitous nature of objects
In all sensory modalities, the normal mode of analyzing a complex scene is to focus 
on one object (the foreground object) while others objects are in the perceptual back-
ground (Shomstein and Yantis, 2004; Duncan, 2006). In the vision literature, this mode 
of perceiving is described as coming about through a “biased competition” between 
perceptual objects (Desimone and Duncan, 1995). Biased competition takes place 
automatically and ubiquitously when there are multiple objects in a scene. The “win-
ning” object depends both on its inherent salience (e.g., intensity) compared to other 
objects in the scene and the influence of volitional, top-down attention, which biases 
the competition to favor objects with desired features or attributes (Desimone and 
Duncan, 1995; Peers et al., 2005; Yantis, 2005; Buschman and Miller, 2007).

Fig. 1: Conceptual model relating object formation and attention.

Even when observers select what to attend (what to bring into the perceptual fore-
ground) based on visual features, attention operates on perceptual objects (Desi-
mone and Duncan, 1995; Serences et al., 2005a). For instance, when attention is spa-
tially focused, observers’ sensitivity to other features that are part of the object at the 
attended location is also enhanced (e.g., Pestilli and Carrasco, 2005; Carrasco et al., 
2006). This shows that object formation is intricately linked with selective attention, 
and that the perceptual unit of attention is the “object.” Thus, even though it is difficult 
to define what an object is, one cannot discuss perception in complex settings where 
selective attention is necessary without considering objects and object formation.

Most work on attention and objects is in the visual literature (for a recent review, see 
Knudsen, 2007), but we believe that similar principles govern auditory perception. 
There are similarities in the way that attention influences audition and vision (Busse et 
al., 2005; Sanabria et al., 2005; Serences et al., 2005b; Turatto et al., 2005; Shomstein 
and Yantis, 2006). Evidence suggests that attention acts on auditory objects, much as it 
enhances visual objects (Alain and Arnott, 2000; Scholl, 2001; Shinn-Cunningham et 
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al., 2005; Best et al., 2007a). Moreover, listeners appear to attend actively to one and 
only one auditory object at a time (Cusack et al., 2000; Vogel and Luck, 2002; Best et 
al., 2006), consistent with the biased-competition model of visual attention. 

Fig. 1 shows our conceptual model of these interactions in the auditory domain. 1) 
Short-term segments initially form based on local spectro-temporal grouping cues 
such as common onsets and offsets, harmonicity, and comodulation (Bregman, 1990; 
Darwin and Carlyon, 1995). 2) Competition first arises between short-term segments. 
Some segments may be inherently more salient than others (e.g., because of their inten-
sity or distinctiveness; Conway et al., 2001; Cusack and Carlyon, 2003), which biases 
the inter-segment competition (note the different arrow strengths leading from box 1 
to box 2 in Fig. 1). 3) Top-down attention and 4) streaming (across-time source con-
tinuity) help modulate the competition, biasing it to favor objects with desirable fea-
tures (top-down attention) and to continue to maintain attention on the object already 
in the foreground as it evolves over time (streaming) (Shinn-Cunningham et al., 2005; 
Tata and Ward, 2005; Ahveninen et al., 2006; Best et al., 2006; Shomstein and Yantis, 
2006; Winkowski and Knudsen, 2006). 5) As a result, one object is emphasized at the 
expense of others in the scene, which enhances analysis of this foreground object (Best 
et al., 2005; Best et al., 2006). This model suggests that proper grouping of the acous-
tic scene is necessary for listeners to selectively attend to a desired source. 

Neural mechanisms of object formation and selection
There is no consensus about the neural mechanisms that support object formation 
or bring an object into the perceptual foreground. We argue that these processes are 
linked. Some of the spectro-temporal cues that support object formation undoubtedly 
are extracted automatically in early, low-level neural structures. For instance, extrac-
tion of auditory features important for object formation such as wideband onsets, 
comodulation, and harmonicity begins as early as the brainstem (e.g., see Langner, 
1997; Arnott et al., 2004; Ernst and Verhey, 2006). These cues, in turn, begin the proc-
ess of object competition, which is modulated by top-down attention. 

There are hints that neural synchrony is linked to object formation and selection (Fries 
et al., 2001; Tiesinga, 2005; Womelsdorf et al., 2006). Synchrony may initially be in 
response to a particularly salient source simply because neural responses to that source 
will be correlated, resulting in a highly synchronous response across a population of 
neurons. This spontaneous synchrony may be more effective at driving higher centers 
than responses to less salient sources, which will result in the salient source winning 
the biased competition for attention. The object that begins to emerge in the attentional 
focus can then cause modulatory feedback favoring its own attributes, resulting in a 
stronger neural bias to the winning object. Top-down attention can act to bias the ini-
tial responses to favor a source with a particular attribute, which will result in stronger, 
synchronous responses to the favored object. Results from visual studies suggest that 
just this kind of bootstrapping process works to drive the biased competition for vis-
ual objects; for instance, synchrony in neural responses is greater for attended objects 
than unattended objects (Tiesinga, 2005). Similar processes are likely responsible for 
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realizing biased competition for auditory objects, as well.

RELEASE FROM INFORMATIONAL MASKING: SELECTIVE ATTENTION 
We believe that normal-hearing listeners obtain release from informational masking 
by directing top-down attention to whatever perceptual object they are currently inter-
ested in analyzing (e.g., Shinn-Cunningham and Ihlefeld, 2004; Shinn-Cunningham, 
2005; Best et al., 2007a). By its very nature, the process of directing selective atten-
tion to a target depends on the proper perceptual formation of the target object. Nor-
mal-hearing listeners suffer most from informational masking when they cannot suc-
cessfully focus attention on the target object. Specifically, failures in selective attention 
can come about from failures in 1) separating the target from the other sources (fail-
ures in object formation) and 2) directing attention to the correct object in the scene 
(failures in object selection). 

Failures of object formation
As described above, object formation can be thought of at the syllable level (e.g., 
grouping together elements of sound that are logically contiguous in time and fre-
quency), and at longer time scales (e.g., streaming together syllables over tens to hun-
dreds of milliseconds). 

Failures in object formation on the syllable level come about when the spectro-tempo-
ral features of an object are insufficient to separate the object from the other sources 
in a mixture (e.g., see Kidd et al., 2002a; Best et al., 2007b). This can occur for a vari-
ety of reasons: 

1) the sound mixture may energetically mask so much of the target source that it 
cannot be segregated out from the background, 

2) the mixture may contain other sources that have similar spectro-temporal struc-
ture and that tend to group with the desired source (see Fig. 2, left), or 

3) the target signal itself may not be structured enough to support object forma-
tion, for instance, if the mixture contains ambiguous or conflicting cues (see 
Fig. 2, middle). 

Failures to stream local objects across time can come about when there are multiple 
sources with similar higher-order features, such as when a listener hears a mixture of 
multiple male voices or the target is a set of tones that are masked by similar tones 
(e.g., Brungart, 2001; Kidd et al., 2003). These failures can result in a target stream 
of speech that is corrupted by sound elements from a masker or from missing key ele-
ments or syllables.

Fig. 2 shows, by visual analogy, the kind of perceptual problems that can arise when 
object formation breaks down. In vision, spatial boundaries, texture, color, and similar 
features influence object formation. On the left, the general similarity of the features 
and elements of the image make it difficult to segregate words. As a result, viewers per-
ceive the mixture as a connected mass. When this occurs, it takes time and extra cogni-
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tive effort to make sense of the words in the image. If color is used to differentiate the 
letters in the image, like-colored letters tend to group; however, if the letters making 
up the target word (focus on the middle of middle panel) fail to group together (even if 
they are perceptually separated from all interfering sources), analyzing the target word 
still requires extra effort. Finally, when the letters making up each word group together, 
each word can be attended and processed more automatically, resulting in less percep-
tual interference across words and understanding that requires less effort.

Fig. 2: Visual analogies of failed object formation. Left: target and competitors natu-
rally group together to form a large object fails to represent any of the individual words. 
Middle: the target is not perceived as one unified object (direct attention to the middle 
of the image). Right; Understanding is clear when color helps letters group properly to 
form competing words.

Failures of object selection
Consistent with the theory of biased competition, volitional selection of an auditory 
object occurs through top-down attention. If the target object has features or properties 
that differentiate it from the other objects in a scene and if the listener knows this tar-
get-object feature a priori, they can direct attention to select the target out of the mix-
ture of sounds they hear. 

Failures in object selection can occur because a listener directs attention to the wrong 
object (either because they do not know what feature to attend, or because the other 
masking objects in a mixture are similar to the target object in a particular feature; 
e.g., Kidd et al., 2005). However, sometimes, even when the listener is sure of what 
object they wish to attend, they may fail. This second kind of failure typically occurs 
because some competing object is inherently more salient than the target object (e.g., 
are much louder than the target object), or because the target and maskers are not suf-
ficiently distinct to ensure proper target selection (Brungart, 2001; Darwin et al., 2003; 
Kidd et al., 2005). In short, sometimes, the top-down bias of selective attention is not 
sufficient to override other cues and win the biased competition.

Fig. 3 illustrates the influence of bottom-up salience on attention, again by visual 
analogy. In this example, there are a number of discrete words that form into discrete 
objects based primarily on the spatial proximity of the letters within, compared to 
across, the words of the image. Thus, object formation is not an issue; letters are prop-
erly associated together to form discrete, meaningful words, and the observer can ana-
lyze each at will. 
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Fig. 3: Visual analogy illustrating how object selection can be driven by bottom-up sali-
ence.

For this image, the phrase “bottom-up” pops out of the image because it is darker than 
all of the other words. Because it is different from and more salient than the other 
words, attention is automatically drawn to this phrase even in the absence of any top-
down desire to attend to it. However, if a viewer is specifically told to look at the bot-
tom left corner of the image, the phrase “top-down” becomes the focus of attention. 
This shows how top-down object selection can override bottom-up salience to select 
the focus of attention. However, in order to choose the correct word from the mixture, 
the observer must be told some feature (here, spatial location) that differentiates the 
target from the other words in the image.

This image illustrates that biased competition for attention is affected both by bottom-
up and top-down pressures. Depending on the strength of the bottom-up cues for atten-
tion, top-down attention may be insufficient to ensure proper object selection. More-
over, the more unique and distinct the target features are, the more precise and effec-
tive top-down attention is in enhancing the target and suppressing the maskers. Thus, 
object selection is a probabilistic competition that depends on interactions between 
bottom-up and top-down biases.

Understanding stimulus similarity and stimulus uncertainty
As noted above, stimulus similarity and stimulus uncertainty affect informational mask-
ing (see Kidd et al., 2002a; Durlach et al., 2003). However, we argue that these stimulus 
properties affect performance by interfering with object formation and object selection. 

Similarity between target and masker can cause either or both of the processes of 
object formation and object selection to fail. Similarity can cause the target and masker 
to be perceived as part of the same, larger perceptual object, which will result in poorer 
sensitivity to the content of the target. Even if target and masker are perceptually seg-
regated into distinct objects, similarity of these objects may make it difficult to direct 
attention to the correct object. Uncertainty also can interfere with object selection, 
either because the listener is unsure of how to direct top-down attention to select the 
target object, or because the inherent salience of new, novel events (e.g., randomly 
varying maskers) draws exogenous attention that is too strong to be overcome by top-
down attention. 

Thus, studies that focus on stimulus properties are consistent with the view that infor-
mational masking comes about through failures of selective attention. In trying to 
understand informational masking, it is useful to frame the problem in terms of object 
formation and object selection, rather than in terms of the similarity and uncertainty 
in the stimuli.
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IMPLICATIONS FOR HEARING-IMPAIRED LISTENERS
Subjective reports from HI listeners suggest that they have difficulty in situations 
where normal-hearing listeners rely on selective attention. Discouraged listeners 
make comments like “My hearing aid amplifies the background as much as the 
speech” (Kochkin, 2005; Gatehouse and Akeroyd, 2006; Noble and Gatehouse, 2006; 
Edwards, 2007). Reports suggest that HI listeners have most difficulty when attention 
must shift rapidly from source to source, like at a cocktail party, resulting in social iso-
lation (Gatehouse and Akeroyd, 2006; Noble and Gatehouse, 2006).

Poor peripheral auditory representation
Impaired listeners have reduced temporal and spectral acuity compared to normal-
hearing listeners (e.g., Leek and Summers, 2001; Gatehouse et al., 2003; Deeks and 
Carlyon, 2004; Bernstein and Oxenham, 2006; Carlyon et al., 2007). If the features 
that convey speech meaning are degraded due to reduced audibility and diminished 
spectro-temporal resolution, speech intelligibility will be degraded even in quiet. 
Moreover, HI listeners may suffer from effective increases in the amount of energetic 
masking due to the reduced spectral selectivity of their peripheral auditory filters and 
higher-than-normal absolute thresholds. Together, these factors cause less of a target 
source to be audible to a HI listener than would be audible for a normal-hearing listener 
in the same acoustic setting. Most past work on how to ameliorate hearing impair-
ment addresses these kinds of issues. For instance, many hearing-aid algorithms are 
designed to amplify sound and ensure that it falls within the dynamic range of hearing, 
and to reduce energetic interference from noise or background sounds.

Failures of object formation?
While energetic masking is undoubtedly a factor affecting how HI listeners cope in 
complex settings, HI listeners are also likely to have difficulty properly grouping 
sound sources. The very spectro-temporal cues that convey speech meaning also drive 
short-term grouping (Bregman, 1990; Darwin and Carlyon, 1995). A less-robust repre-
sentation of spectro-temporal content in impaired listeners may cause problems with 
object formation. For instance, the onsets, offsets, modulation, and harmonic structure 
important for forming objects over short time scales (e.g., forming syllables from a 
sound mixture composed of many talkers) are less perceptually distinct for HI listen-
ers than normal-hearing listeners (Leek and Summers, 2001; Mackersie et al., 2001; 
Bacon and Opie, 2002; Kidd et al., 2002b; Bernstein and Oxenham, 2006; Noble and 
Gatehouse, 2006). For the same reasons, robust location, pitch, and harmonic cues 
may not be available to HI listeners, further impairing their ability to properly sepa-
rate the mixture into streams.

Failures of object selection?
As in the visual analogy of Fig. 2, if HI listeners fail to properly form auditory objects, 
they will have difficulty selectively attending to a target. When objects form prop-
erly, biased competition between objects works to suppress the objects outside the 
focus of attention. When objects fail to form properly, the competing sources will not 
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be suppressed effectively, and therefore will cause greater perceptual interference. In 
addition, loss of spectro-temporal detail in the periphery may “muddy” perception of 
higher-order features that distinguish target from masker. For instance, impairments 
in pitch perception and sound localization may degrade how precisely HI listeners are 
able to focus attention on a target object, even if it is properly formed.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Normal-hearing listeners are able to direct top-down attention to select desired audi-
tory objects from out of a sound mixture. Because perceptual objects are the basic units 
of attention, proper object formation is important for being able to selectively attend. 
Spectro-temporal structure of sound determines how objects form. However, spectro-
temporal detail is not encoded robustly in HI listeners. Normal-hearing listeners can 
direct top-down attention to a desired object, enhancing it and suppressing competing 
maskers. In contrast, HI listeners may have difficulty in properly forming objects as 
well as selecting them. These difficulties are likely to contribute to the difficulties HI 
listeners have in settings with competing sound sources.
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